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For Edwin Grove

Preface

It is not hard to appreciate the influence that Richard Grove has had
on historical and environmental scholarship in the twenty-first century.
At the time of writing the Centre for World Environmental History, at
the University of Sussex, that Richard founded has sixty-eight members,
associates and graduate students from around the world. In the last two
decades Richard’s ideas have informed the ‘cultural turn’ in climate science, which incorporated physical climatologists as much as historians and social scientists.1 The Palgrave Series in World Environmental
History, in which this book is published, derives from Richard’s
vision. New networks such as the ACRE (Atmospheric Circulation
Reconstructions over the Earth) and IHOPE (Integrated History and
future of People on Earth) are taking this vision in new directions.
This book derives originally from Richard Grove’s work on the environmental history of the British Empire and his increasing awareness during the 1990s that climate extremes in diverse locations could be explained
by the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon. Richard
commenced his pioneering project to uncover the ‘millennial history of
El Niño’ after the devastating El Niño of 1997–98, a project designed to
trace El Niño’s impact from first appearance in the mid-Holocene to the
end of the twentieth century. This became Richard’s life work, resulting
in peer-reviewed journal publications in Nature and the Medieval History
Journal,2 as well as five book chapters3 and an edited book with John
Chappell entitled El Niño: History and Crisis.4 Tragically Richard was
never able to finish the project. Whilst in Australia in late-2006 Richard
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suffered a severe car accident that has since left him unable to work. The
monograph that was to underpin this project remained dormant.
My involvement in this project began in 2012 when I was working as a
postdoctoral research assistant on a research network Collaborative research
on the meteorological and botanical history of the Indian Ocean, a network
created by Richard and coordinated by his partner, the environmental historian Vinita Damodaran, on the natural history collections of the British
Empire. The network built on the extensive international contacts that
Richard had developed during his career as an environmental historian and
represented a continuance of his vision to generate an environmental history of the world. The diversity of researchers involved reflected Richard’s
wide interdisciplinary interests: geographers, anthropologists, climatologists, art historians, archivists, digital archivists, librarians, NGO-workers
and environmental activists. Whilst working on the project I was humbled
to be offered the opportunity by Vinita to finish the manuscript, due to
the interest shared by Richard and me in the history of El Niño and its
effects on the Indian subcontinent and southern Africa.
I had first become aware of Richard Grove when researching for
a Ph.D. at the University of Brighton in 2009. His writings have had
an incredible influence on my work, particularly his 1997 monograph
Ecology, Climate and Empire. It is not an exaggeration to say that
Richard’s work has changed the way that I regard climate and what is
possible from historical climate research. In particular, Richard has
demonstrated the overwhelming potential of the East India Company
archives, seeing them as not merely the dry bureaucratic records of a
colonial state or trading company but as a remarkably diverse set of writings on meteorology, botany, environment, demographics, trade, history,
language and culture, written by an organisation whose desire for knowledge was almost as strong as its appetite for revenue and power.
More fundamentally, Richard has also shown—through articulate and
well-reasoned argument derived from a number of geographical and historical contexts—that climate cannot be detached from context. Or, to
adopt a terminology that has become more common during the last decade, climate has a dyadic relationship with culture.5 Climate is not just a
set of physical processes for individuals to respond to: it is loaded with
cultural meaning and this meaning is as important in informing the way
people respond to variability as is the intensity of a drought or flood or
the dynamics of a socio-political system. This has had profound implications both for the way we understand how societies responded to the
climates of the past and the challenges posed by climate today.6
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It is this element of the culture of climate that I have chosen to explore
in my contributions to this book. It was an early decision of mine not to
try to ‘finish’ Richard’s work. I would not like to second-guess what his
final ideas were for the project, and neither would Richard have approved
if I had. I have instead framed my contributions as a complement to
Richard’s, attempting to elucidate in more detail society’s understanding of the El Niño phenomenon. Some of these contributions have built
directly on sections that Richard had planned or partially completed,
including the introduction, a section on El Niño in the twentieth century,
and the history of El Niño’s scientific discovery. My final section—on El
Niño in the public imagination—is entirely new. The narratives provided
by Richard and me are designed to be complementary and I hope that any
tension between chapters strengthens the book rather than diminishing it.
One area of science that has moved on significantly since 2006 is the
reconstruction of past El Niño behaviour. This is the only area where I
have made alterations to Richard’s draft. In general the new evidence for
El Niño’s behaviour in the past overwhelmingly supports and strengthens Richard’s arguments on El Niño’s role in human history. In these
cases I have referenced the new evidence as appropriate but left the narrative the same. In one or two cases new evidence has suggested that
events previously considered to be related to El Niño were in fact caused
by other factors. Here I have adjusted Richard’s writing accordingly,
but these adjustments are rare and very minor. Otherwise I have left his
contributions as they were.
I hope this book proves to be a worthy addition to Richard’s important legacy.
February 2017
London, UK

George Adamson
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